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%(&)&+(.7$-4<*1)$&+#-,&2+-%()*(&%#+5(#&$,&*+3*M (.7$9*0N
/$9($2 9*- 1-,&)2$-& (#& 9)&,$8$0$(. +3 5+2&- 5#+: 3+) 2*-.
)&*%+-%: ,+ -+( &'7)&%% 3&*) +3 (#&$) 8*((&)&): *-, %#& %144&%(%
%(*(1(+).9#*-4&%(+)&2+/&(#&3&*))&D1$)&2&-(<%>1%($-&1-0*7
%#+5%: %(&)&+(.7&% +3 8*((&)&, 5+2&- *% 1-*80& +) 1-5$00$-4 M (+
0&*/&N  $-9)&*%& (#& 0$6&0$#++, (#*( (#&$) 9#$0,)&- 5$00 8& )&2+/&,
3)+2 (#&$) 9*)&: *% (#& *9($+-% +3 (#& 2+(#&)% (+ 7)+(&9( (#&$)
9#$0,)&- *)& $-/$%$80& *-, (#&$) )&2*$-$-4 $% %&&- +-0. *%
&-,*-4&)$-4 (#&$) 9#$0,)&-<  #& *0%+ )&9+1-(%: #+5&/&): #+5 *
0*5%1$( 9#*00&-4$-4 9#$0, 5&03*)& 7)*9($9&% $- &5 +)6 $(.
%199&&,&,$-&,19*($-4(#&@1,4&*8+1((#&$-*991)*9.*-,#*)2+3
(#& %(&)&+(.7& *-, $- +8(*$-$-4 )&2&,$*0 2&*%1)&% -+( @1%( (+
&,19*(&9#$0,5&03*)&5+)6&)%*8+1((#&,&%()19($/&%(&)&+(.7$-4:81(
*0%+ (+ 7)+/$,& %&)/$9&% (+ *%%$%( 5+2&- 5$(# *,,)&%%$-4 /$+0&-9&<
'*2$-$-4 (#& 7+%%$8$0$($&% *-, 7$(3*00% 3+) 5+2&- $- ()*-%-*($+-*0
9#$0, 91%(+,. 0$($4*($+-: &)0&  &$-&) &019$,*(&% (#& 5*.% (#*(
$-9+-%$%(&-(%(&)&+(.7&%+38*((&)&,5+2&-#*)2(#&25#&(#&)(#&.
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)&2*$- $- *- *81%$/& )&0*($+-%#$7 +) %&&6 (+ &%9*7& $( $3 5+2&-
)&2*$-: (#&. *)&#*)2$-4 (#&$) 9#$0,)&-= $3: $-,&%7&)*($+-: 5+2&-
&%9*7& (+*-+(#&)9+1-().: (#&.*)& $))*($+-*0*8,19(+)% $-* %.%(&2
(#*(*%%12&%9#$0,*8,19($+-(+8&#*)2310<#&%()&%%&%(#&-&&,3+)
0*5.&)$-4 (#*( )&$-(&)7)&(% 5+2&-C% *9($+-% *% )*($+-*0<  *)&-
;*7*-%6$. ,+912&-(% #+5 %(&)&+(.7&% *8+1( 5+2&-C% $-*8$0$(. +)
1-5$00$-4-&%%(+0&*/&*81%$/&)&0*($+-%#$7%%&/&)&0.0$2$(%(#&$)*99&%%
(+ (#& 
*2$0. F$+0&-9& 7($+- 5#&- %&&6$-4 5&03*)& *%%$%(*-9&<
&9*1%&+3(#$%%(&)&+(.7&:5+2&-*)&,&-$&,%&)/$9&%H %19#*%9#$0,
9*)&: ()*$-$-4: ()*-%7+)(*($+- +) 9+1-%&0$-4H (#*( 2$4#( #&07 $-









22+-% $,&-($3$&% #+5 %(&)&+(.7&% +3 8*((&)&, 5+2&- *33&9( (#&$)
()&*(2&-( $- (#& 90&2&-9. 7)+9&%%<  >*-& 1)7#. $,&-($3$&% #+5
M %199&%%N 3+)8*((&)&,5+2&-$%,&3$-&,%(&)&+(.7$9*00.*%)&9&$/$-4*






*%%$%( (#&2: $- 5#*(&/&) %$(1*($+- (#&. 9#++%&: (+ ,&*0 5$(# (#&
8*((&)$-4<
 #&- 3&2$-$%(% 9)&*(& -&5 7*)*,$42% 3+) 1-,&)%(*-,$-4 *-,
*9($+- *-, $-9)&*%$-40. /$&5 5+2&- *% &-2&%#&, $- +77)&%%$/&
%.%(&2% +3 5#$9# ,+2&%($9 /$+0&-9& $% +-0. * 7*)(: (#&. 3*9& (#&
,$33$910( (#&+)&($9*0 *-, %()*(&4$9 D1&%($+- +3 5#&(#&) (+ %&&6
7*)($910*)$;&,)&2&,$&%3+)5+2&-5#+&'7&)$&-9&/$+0&-9&<&/&)*0
+3 (#& 9+-()$81(+)%: *0(#+14# -+( ,$)&9(0. *,,)&%%$-4 (#$% D1&%($+-:
9+-3)+-((#&9+-()*,$9($+-%*-,9+270&'$($&%7+%&,8.3+91%$-417+-
$-($2*(& *81%& +3 5+2&- 5#&- *81%& $% $-(&)5+/&- 5$(# +(#&)
%.%(&2$9 #*)2<  
+) &'*270&: *)&- ;*7*-%6$. D1&%($+-% 5#&(#&)
(#& 
*2$0. F$+0&-9&7($+- $% *- $27+)(*-( %$(& 3+) 3&2$-$%( &33+)(
5#&-$($%7*)(+3*%.%(&2+35&03*)&(#*($%%()19(1)*00.#*)2310(+*00
/10-&)*80& 5+2&- *-, (#&$) 3*2$0$&%<  *+2$ *#- $% &%7&9$*00.
*((&-($/& (+ (#& 5*.% (#*( (#& 7)$%+- %.%(&2 *-, (#& 9#$0, 5&03*)&
%.%(&2 *)& ,&%()19($/& 3+) *00 5+2&- 5$(# 9#$0,)&-<  )&-,* 2$(#
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)&9+1-(% #+5 #&) 2+(#&)C% &'7&)$&-9& +3 *81%& 3)+2 #&) 3*(#&)
9+10,-+(8&%&7*)*(&,3)+2(#&*81%&+37+/&)(.*-,)*9$%2<  >*-&
1)7#. 7)&%&-(% ,*(* *8+1( #+5 5+2&-C% &'7&)$&-9& +3 7)+80&2%
5$(##+1%$-4:&270+.2&-(*-,&9+-+2$9%&91)$(.5&$4#&'9&&,$-40.
#&*/$0.17+-(#&2:%+2&($2&%2+)&#&*/$0.(#*-(#&/$+0&-9&:5#&-
(#&. *)& %$210(*-&+1%0. %()1440$-4 5$(# 210($70& 7)+80&2%<  K*-$(*

&-(+-: &%0$& %7$-+;* "*)/&. *-, +00. *41$4*- $,&-($3. 5*.%
(#*( 9+27)&#&-,$-4 (#& +7&)*($+- +3 )*9& *-, )*9$%2 %#+10,
7&)/*%$/&0.%#*7&3&2$-$%(*77)+*9#&%(+1-,&)%(*-,$-4+3*-,*9($+-
9+-9&)-$-4 ,+2&%($9 /$+0&-9&<  *6&- (+4&(#&): (#&%& *)($90&%







+3 0&4*0 *-*0.%$%<  
$)%(: /$)(1*00. *00 (#& *)($90&% 8&4$- 3)+2 (#&
7&)%7&9($/& +3 (#& 5+2&- 5#+ &'7&)$&-9& *81%&<  +2&($2&% (#$%
7&)%7&9($/& $% $- (#& (&00$-4+3 %(+)$&%*8+1( (#& 0$/&%+35+2&-5#+
#*/& &'7&)$&-9&, *81%&: *% $- (#& *99+1-(% 1%&, $- (#& *-*0.%&% +3
)&-,*2$(#:&-+)**7$,1%:&%0$&%7$-+;*"*)/&.:*1)$&+#-:
>+*- &$&): *(#0&&-  *$(% *-, *+2$ *#-<  (#&) ($2&% (#$%
%(*)($-47+$-( $% &/$,&-( $- )&%&*)9#,&%$4-&, *)+1-,5+2&-C% +5-
&'7&)$&-9&% *-, *99+1-(% +3 (#&$) 0$/&%: *% $- (#& 5+)6 +3 >*-&
1)7#.: *)&- ;*7*-%6$.: *1)$& +#-: >+,. *7#*&0: >10$&
"+0,%9#&$,*-,+00.*41$4*-<	&)#*7%:*%3&2$-$%(%:5&(*6&(#$%
%(*)($-47+$-(3+)4)*-(&,:81($(%$27+)(*-9&4+&%8&.+-,(#&1%&+3
-*))*($/& *% * ,&/$9& 3+) 0&4*0 *-*0.%$%<  #& $(&)*($/& )&(1)- (+ (#&
$-,$/$,1*0: (#& 7*)($910*): (#& 7&)%+-*0 $% 7*)( +3 * %.%(&2 +3
*99+1-(*8$0$(. $-5#$9#(#&+). $%9+-%(*-(0.,&)$/&, 3)+2*-, (&%(&,
*4*$-%((#&&'7&)$&-9&%+3$-,$/$,1*05+2&-<
&9+-,:(#&*1(#+)%*)&*%9+-9&)-&,*8+1((#&*9($+-%+30*5.&)%:
*% *8+1( (#& +7$-$+-% +3 9+1)(%<  +2&: %19# *% &%0$& %7$-+;*
"*)/&.: &-+)* *7$,1% *-, )&-,* 2$(# *-*0.;& (#& 7)+9&%% +3
0*5.&)$-4 *% $-()$-%$9 (+ (#&$) *-*0.%$% +3 (#& 0*5<  (#&)%: %19# *%
*1)$& +#-: *)*#1&0:&)0& &$-&): *)&- ;*7*-%6$.: >1%($-&
1-0*7: >10$&"+0,%9#&$,: *-,&8+)*#7%(&$- *-,#&) 9+I*1(#+)%
&'*2$-& (#& &33&9(% +3 (#& 0*5 3)+2 (#& 7&)%7&9($/& +3 * 0*5.&)



















#$),: (#&9+-()$81(+)%*)&-+(9+-(&-( (+ $,&-($3.7)+80&2%:-+)
&/&- (+ 7)+7+%& %+01($+-%<  #&. %&&6 (+ 9+--&9( (#& 7)+9&%% +3






7+(&-($*0 +3 0&4*0 )10&% *-, 7)+9&,1)& (+ *99+270$%# 9#*-4&<
#+-,* +7&0+- %#+5% #+5 (#& 3&2$-$%( 2+/&2&-( (+ 2*6&




&-(+- *-, *+2$ *#- %&&6 (+ ,$)&9( 3&2$-$%( 9#*-4& (+





+1)(#: (#& *1(#+)% 1-,&)%(*-, 0&4*0 &,19*($+- *% *- $27+)(*-(
%$(&3+)(#&9)&*($+-+3 0*5< K$77+)*# $%&2*-)&2$-,%1%#+5(#&
9+-()$81(+)% (+ (#$% /+012& #*/& ()*-%3+)2&, (#& %18%(*-9& *-,
7)+9&%%+30&4*0&,19*($+-*-,*)&(#&)&8.9#*-4$-40*5*-,910(1)&<
*/$-4 (*14#( $- 90$-$9*0 9+1)%&% 5#&)& %(1,&-(% )&7)&%&-( 5+2&-
5#+#*/&8&&-*81%&,*-,*%7&9$*0$;&,9+1)%&+-8*((&)&,5+2&-:
*)*#1&07)&%&-(%*210($3*9&(&,7)+4)*23+)$-(&4)*($-4*%(1,.+3
8*((&)&, 5+2&- $-(+ (#& 0*5 %9#++0 91))$91012<  &%0$& %7$-+;*
"*)/&. ,&%9)$8&% #&) 5+)6 5$(# * %(1,&-( $- * 90$-$9*0 7)+4)*2 $-
5#$9# %#& (&*9#&%<  &((& "*)0+5 #$4#0$4#(% (#& 5+)6 +3 (#& 
+22$%%$+- +- +2&%($9 F$+0&-9& (+ *,/*-9& (#& $-901%$+- +3
9+1)%&% *,,)&%%$-4 ,+2&%($9 /$+0&-9& (#)+14#+1( (#& 0*5 %9#++0
91))$91012<  #& +2&- *-, (#& *5 	)+4)*2 #&)& *( 2&)$9*-




0&4*07&,*4+4.< #&%(1,&-(%+-(#& %(*33+3 (#&%"&'	("&)
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%.27+%$12: 5+)6 ($)&0&%%0. $- (#&$) +5- $-%($(1($+-% (+ 8)$-4 (#&
(#&2&% +3 (#$% %.27+%$12 $-(+ (#&$) (&*9#$-4<  #&. (&*9# (#&
7)*9($9&+3 9)$($D1&< #&. $-()+,19& %(1,&-(% (+7*)*,$42%+3 0&4*0
1-,&)%(*-,$-48*%&,+-*-*-*0.%$%+34&-,&)(#*($%&28&,,&,$-*-
1-,&)%(*-,$-4 +3 %+9$*0 $-%($(1($+-% *-, 7)*9($9&% 9#*)*9(&)$;&, 8.
$-(&))&0*(&,+77)&%%$+-%< #&. 9#*00&-4& (#& ,$%(+)($-4 %(&)&+(.7&%





9+-(&%(&, 7)*9($9&% +3 %+9$*0 *-, 7+0$($9*0 $-%($(1($+-%<  #1%: (#&
3&2$-$%((#&+).)&7)&%&-(&,$-(#$%/+012&(*6&%0$3&$-(#&90*%%)++2<
- (#&$) 9+-(&-( *-, $- (#&$) *77)+*9#: (#&%& *)($90&% ,)*5 17+-
	)+3&%%+)C% 9#-&$,&)C% 5+)6<  +)& $27+)(*-(0.: (#&. &'7*-, (#*(
5+)6 $- -&5 ,$)&9($+-%<  $; 9#-&$,&) #*% 4$/&% *- *77)+*9# (+
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